
Summer Week 6 French 
Lesson 2

Can I use adjectives to describe animals 
in French?



Fast Five (answers on next page):
What are the names for these animals?

1)                              2) 

What are the names for these habitats in French?

3)                                   4)                                  5) 



Fast Five answers:
1)                              2) 

          Un chien                       un oiseau 

3)                                   4)                                  5) 

      La savane                      la campagne                    la mer



Today we are learning some adjectives in French.

Adjectives are describing 
words.
We are going to use them to 
talk about the animals we have 
learnt to say in French.



Practice saying these words with the video. 

Grand   = big 

Petit     = small

Fort      = strong or loud

Lent     = slow 

Rapide = quick

Féroce = fierce

Timide = shy



Now let’s try putting some of those adjectives with 
the animal names we have learnt.

To do this, we can use this sentence structure:

(animal) est (adjective).

(animal) is (adjective).



Can you translate this sentence? Look 
back at the slide to help you.

A bird is small. 

__________ est  __________. 



A bird is small. 

Un oiseau est  petit. 



Can you translate this sentence?

A cat is shy. 

___________ est ___________.   



A cat is shy. 

Un chat est  timide. 



Can you translate this sentence?

A snake is slow. 

___________   _____   ___________.   



A snake is slow. 

Un serpent est lent. 



Can you translate this sentence?

A dog is fierce. 

___________   _____   ___________.   



A dog is fierce. 

Un chien est féroce. 



Your activity. 
Let’s complete some writing!

In your books, use the word bank for animals and adjectives to write sentences 
about animals in French. 

Red: Write 1 sentence.

Yellow: Write 2 sentences, and try to cover the French words if you feel confident 
that you know them. 

Green: Write 3 sentences, covering up the word bank to see how much you can 
remember. 


